R ESOUR CES AVaILaBLE

free teacher planning visits

We offer free familiarisation visits to all teachers and their
children. These happen on set dates, twice a year. If you
would like to book for the next teacher familiarisation day,
simply email hounslowinfo@hobbledown.com to
request your tickets.

HOW TO FIND US

free teacher tickets

As safe as Hobbledown is, children still need to be
supervised at all times. To aid in this supervision, all
accompanying teachers are complimentary up to the
number of children within your school group.

SHaG GY BEaS Ts
WOr K ShEe T
SOME FUN FAC Ts
CLIMATE is best described as the long-term pattern of weather
in a particular area.
HABITAT is best described as he natural home or environment of an animal, plant,
or other organism.

BIR DS OF PR EY
WOr K ShEe T
SOME FUN FAC Ts
Burrowing owls live on the ground in holes or burrows.
Burrowing owls hiss like snakes to ward off predators.
Barn owls have very soft feathers on their wings which helps them fly quietly.

Harris’s hawks originally come from Central and South America
but are often used in UK falconry programmes.

Alpacas are adaptable to different environments, but typically found in temperate
conditions of mountainous ranges with high altitudes.

Harris’s hawks live in family groups like we do.

90 % of all known yaks can be found in the Tibetan Plateau in the Himalayas.
Wild yak shaggy coats can protect them in temperatures as low as -40°C
Highland cattle live in wet and mountainous grasslands and are native to Scotland.
Highland cattle have two layers of shaggy coat, a soft under coat and an outer oily
coat which protects them from rain and snow.

AC T IVIT Y

1

Name an animal from each of the four habitats.
(Discuss what adaptations they have to suit their climates.)
1. Hot desert
2. Mountain

M40

Barn owls can turn their heads ALMOST all the way around up to 270°

ADAPTATION is best described as the process of change by which an organism or
species becomes better suited to its environment.

Alpaca fibre (fleece) does not retain water and is up to three times warmer than a
sheep’s wool.

Hobbledown Heath is situated at the Feltham end of the
Staines Road (A30), adjacent to Hounslow Heath. Easily
accessible from the M4, M3 and surrounding areas. For
more detailed directions please visit our website at
www.hobbledown.com/hounslow

All birds of prey have ears or ear openings.

AC T IVIT Y

M25

1

Barn owl

Burrowing owl

Harris’s hawk

I have super sensitive hearing and hunt
mostly at night.

I can be found soaring in the skies of
Central and South America.

My feathers are very soft and help me stay
quiet, but I am not very waterproof.

My primary diet consists of a lot of things,
but rabbits are a particular favourite.

I do not “hoot.” I screech.
Answer:

4. Temperate grassland

Ealing

A312

Choose which type of bird of prey the following fun facts describe best:

You can recognise me as I’ll be hanging
out with my family members.

I can hiss like a snake when I am trying
to ward off predators.

Windsor
Heathrow Airport

free activity sheets
and lesson plans

We have created a range of fun activities and lesson plans
your class can do before, during and after their visit to
Hobbledown Heath. Suitable for Reception through to Key
Stage 2, schools can download all of this information from
our website: hobbledown.com/hounslow/schools
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Answer:

Stanwell

Hammersmith

A4

A4

Who needs a tree? I like to hang out in
holes on the ground.

A406 Acton

M4

M4

Answer:

I am active both day and night.
3. Tropical rainforest

Wembley

Hayes

Baby owls are called “owlets”
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Map not to scale

Hobbledown Heath, Staines Road, TW14 OHH

www.hobbledown.com
Follow us:

@hobbledownheath

aN ENCHaNTED
WOR LD FULL OF
EXCITEMENT
A ND PLaY
SCHO OLS

WELCOME TO
HOBBLEDOWN HEaTH
Hobbledown Heath offers an excellent
day out for school visits and the Hobblers
want to make sure the teachers enjoy the
day just as much as the children!
That starts with us offering you all the resources
you need to make the most of your visit. We want
this day to be easy to organise and stress free.

Hobbledown Heath is our
BRAND NEW animal and
adventure park, opening in
Hounslow in June 2022. Just like
our multi-award winning Hobbledown park in
Epsom, Hobbledown Heath promises a fun-filled,
inspirational and educational day out for your
school.

O U R EDU C aT ION A L PaC K A G ES
We offer five different types of lesson which focus specifically on the ‘Living Things and Their
Habitats’ and ‘Animals Including Humans’ sections of the Key Stage 1 and 2 curriculums and
the content of each lesson is tailored depending on your requirements.

a: t he hobbler guided tour

d: a
 nimals in motion

This involves a curated guide around the different animal
walkthroughs, examining the different types of animal
species we have and their habitats.

For students who like to learn on the GO. Exploration
around the park to learn how animals move. Led by one
of our expert animal team members and award-winning
Coda Falconry.

b: interactive
animal
experience
This lesson allows the students to
get up close to one of the animals
and learn about specific features of
the animal and how these suit their
specific lifestyles and habitats.
Please note we cannot always
guarantee your choice of animal
in these sessions.

e: birds of prey
Spend time with the expert and
award-winning Coda Falconry
team to come Face to Face with
spectacular birds of prey. Expect
some magical interactive
surprises as you learn about
their adaptations and natural
habitats.

c: shaggy beasts
Led by one of our expert animal team members,
learners will meet Face to Face with some of our “shaggier”
animal residents to explore adaptions in relation to climate.

PR ICES

& BOOK ING INFO

Booking is easy – we don’t require a deposit
and you can cancel your booking at any time
without a charge.
Our dedicated schools booking manager is
waiting to help you with your booking, just email
hounslowinfo@hobbledown.com or download the
booking form online and email it back to us available at
hobbledown.com/hounslow/schools

Price per child
(minimum
15 children)

Accompanying
adults

Hobbler Guided Tour

£9.00

FREE

Interactive
Animal Experience

£9.00

FREE

Shaggy Beasts,
Animals in Motion and
Birds of Prey –
tutored sessions

£10.00

FREE

